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Greg Mulholland
Introduced the meeting as the last APPLRG of the current Parliament. APPLRG will cease to exist
on the dissolution of Parliament and will hopefully be reconstituted under the new Parliament with
an AGM before the summer recess.
The APPLRG website will continue, however.
He referred to the decision of Leeds City Council and WYCA to spend the money from the
abandoned trolleybus scheme on minor rail improvements and more particularly on buses. He
queried the propriety of spending a large amount of public money on what is in effect a private
monopoly and invited comments on this. Even if buses become greener in the future as regards
tail-pipe emissions, it still leaves the “Oslo effect” of particulates from tyre and road wear.

This meeting is important as, although air quality has risen up the political agenda, it needs to be
pushed even further in the next Parliament in view of the potential of another "DieselGate" .
He introduced the first of three speakers
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James Backhouse
Introduced himself as a transport solicitor, working mainly with the road transport industry but
doing some work for the heavy and light rail sectors. He aimed to give an overview of the legal
position relating to air quality. He spoke to a PowerPoint presentation on “Air pollution – legal
perspective”.
Air Pollution can be defined as the presence in or introduction into the air of a substance which
has harmful or poisonous effects
Past studies have shown a link between historical air pollution exposure and long-term mortality
risks in England and Wales. Road traffic gives rise to noise and air pollution, both of which are
associated with adverse health effects. Historic air pollution exposure has long-term effects on
mortality that persist over 30 years after exposure so recent improvements in air quality may not
yet impact the data accurately.
Air pollution is caused by vehicles through combustion of fuels and from wear and tear of brakes,
tyres etc. Both petrol and diesel-engined motor vehicles emit a wide variety of pollutants, including
carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and particulate matter
(PMs), which have an increasing impact on lungs.
Measures that have already been taken to mitigate pollution include congestion charging, low
emission zones and lower speed limits as well as the introduction of alternative fuels and cleaner
internal combustion engines. The full impact of these recent changes has yet to filter into the data
as the issue is one of very long term harm.
Legally, in public law, pollution issues are covered by the European Convention on Human Rights
and by EU regulations and directives. Client Earth has recently brought a High Court action
against the government to get it to take action under existing regulations.
Individuals could take legal action under employment rights legislation as has happened with
cases of asbestosis. In order to do this it would be necessary to establish a duty of care by a
specific person to the claimant, establish a breach of the duty and establish a direct cause of the
injury or harm. This last is particularly challenging in a specific case since there will potentially be
multiple factors involved in a specific medical condition.
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Potential solutions to the traffic pollution problem could include greater use of public transport,
greater use of non-polluting modes such as light rail, cleaner exhausts for internal combustion
engines, greater use of electric of hybrid vehicles and greater use of home working to reduce
commuting.
It is important to recognise the need to balance a number of solutions and to compare the cost
effectiveness of any particular solution.
The Government will issue its air quality plan in line with the High Court order – presumably after
the June election.
The presentation can be downloaded from http://www.applrguk.co.uk/Latest-news LRPresentation-James-Back-House-Jones-26-April-2017pptx

Questions
Michael Brennan asked about the feasibility of bringing a class action in respect of health
problems resulting from traffic pollution.
James Backhouse replied that the problem was: who against? While it was easy to show
generically that air pollution had an adverse health impact but even with a class action it is
necessary to show that an individual’s health has been affected as a result of a breach of duty-ofcare. The hurdles are substantial, first you have to show that the defendant under the state of the
art should have done more to mitigate the risk, secondly you have to show that that failure was the
cause of the individuals problems. Once you have established the principle that certain illnesses
are exacerbated, made worse or speeded up by air pollution it might become easier to establish
that causal link
It will be interesting to see how the current case against Transport for London goes, as these
arguments will all have to rehearsed. If you do suffer a long and painful illness then the damages
could be astronomical so there is a huge amount at stake for all the parties concerned and any
cases are likely to go all the way up to the Supreme Court.
Jim Harkins (Light Rail (UK)) referring to the involvement of insurance companies in asbestosis
cases, asked how they could be mobilised to help in air pollution cases.
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James Backhouse replied that most organisations would have insurance and in any health and
safety claims the insurers would become involved and would strongly contest any claim. The
insurance companies would not be on your side.
Greg Mulholland then introduced the second speaker, Daniel Giblin.
Dan Giblin:
The topics we'll be discussing here today range from public health and air pollution, to increased
mobility, city design and quality of life in the UK, rethinking public infrastructure to encourage the
public away from their cars and into reliable, low-pollution public transport.
The 'Trams for Clean Air' mission is to help the UK in all these areas. I'll cover some keys
statistics, of course, but I'll concentrate on the big picture and the positive impact that trams can
have on individuals' lives and the UK environment, its infrastructure and the advancement of
Public Health.
The LRTA/TRAMFORWARD, TramForward believes that Government and local Authorities
together need to assess the root conflicts between Economics and the Environment, focussed on
the public interest.
They should prioritise Clean Air and environmental protection within economic growth to best
serve overall national public heath and protect the freedom and right of people to breathe healthy
clean air.
We need clean air to live healthily.
We must have the courage of our convictions to safeguard people from environmental dangers.
According to the World Health Organisation, seven million deaths globally every year result from
air pollution. Clean air should not only be for the fortunate who can experience it elsewhere.
European Directives over the last 30 years, aimed at control of Pollution have resulted in avoiding
80,000 early deaths and also avoiding health costs of around 1.4% of GDP.
Freedom to breathe clean air is something to be defended, no one can aﬀord to be complacent
about it. Increasingly, air quality has moved up the political agenda through campaigners
repeatedly challenging the status quo.
The disaﬀection of the public on this matter (is of increasing concern and must be addressed)
should be listened to for the health of adults and children alike. This is a real issue for constituents
in urban districts across the UK.
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The LRTA/TRAMFORWARD proposes immediately to bring together influencers and decision
makers for and against, centrally and regionally in the UK to a roundtable to develop short,
medium and long-term plans for 'Trams for Clean Air'.
The aim is to find common ground on which to work together on achieving key aims for quality
Clean Air and Trams contributing to those aims.
Clean Air. What Crisis? Air Pollution: Public health issue Air pollution has proven links to Public
Health problems of coronary, artery and respiratory disease and strokes, with studies showing that
traﬃc-related pollution can seriously aﬀect lung function, particularly in both children and older
people.
It is estimated that there are up to 40000 UK deaths p.a. in respect to Lung, Asthma and Heart
diseases resulting from pollution eﬀects. Source: Royal Colleges of Physicians and of Paediatrics
and Child Health.
Carbon dioxide- climate change issue: Climate change includes global warming and everything
that increases greenhouse gas levels.
In London legal limits of Nitrogen Dioxide were exceeded during the first 5 days of January.
Significant amounts of nitrogen oxides from transport come from diesel-powered vehicles. It is
well understood that diesel vehicles emit more pollutants than petrol models, an estimate by the
Royal College of Physicians put the cost to the economy over £20bn to a year. Awareness:
The Public is becoming increasingly aware of pollution and that road traﬃc is responsible for much
of the emissions,
Oil fuelled transportation is a major contributor to pollution problems in this country, resulting in
respiratory problems and others.
Clearly there needs to be eﬀective consultation and bridge building to minimise division between
those who are supporters of clean air and opponents who restrict further moves, including
industries which currently rely on high pollution output in standard operations or, in the worst
cases, which wish to circumvent regulations.
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Particulate Matter (PM) from rubber wheeled tyres/road wear causes up to 90% of harmful PM2.5
and 85% of PM10A pollution which comes from non-exhaust sources such as tyre wear, road
surface wear and brakes.
This is known as the Oslo Eﬀect after the city where it was first established.
There is a clear distinction between pollution caused by tailpipe emissions which can be tackled
by changing the method of propulsion of rubber-tyred vehicles, and that caused by tyre/road wear,
which can’t.
Electric cars can be up to 40% heavier so even more of these harmful particles are emitted from
the tyres. Breaches of EC Limits:
The European Commission has started action against the UK for non achievement of Clean Air
targets and given a final warning to 16 UK areas for breach of legal limits, which may result in
referral to the European Court of Justice.
The Commission warned that while the UK was still a EU member "European law applies fully".
The UK Parliamentary Environmental Audit Committee stated a new Environmental Protection Act
would be required so that air pollution standards were not reduced due to Brexit.
Statute, Sanctions: The Clean Air Act of 1956 dealt with the Smog of the 50s, the Clean Air Act of
'68 strengthened legislation through implementing control areas and the '93 Act implemented
regulations and smoke control orders, with the Environment Act 1995 requiring Local Authorities
to achieve air quality objectives.
For this century, development of the Government Policy paper 2010-15 needs actioning with a
keen eye on the final goal. Conflicts between industry, which is rightly focussed on profit, and
Clean Air requirements need to be resolved through Laws and regulations to serve the UK
population's interest. New Clean Air Act :
A recent YouGov survey showed that 65% of the of the British Public support a new Clean Air Act
most saying current levels of air pollution in UK have an adverse eﬀect on health, and two thirds
back Laws to deal with the problem.
The next steps the country takes on Clean Air may have an irreversible health impact on much of
the population of UK towns and cities.
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The Government should implement a new Clean Air Act. Clean Air policies need to be understood
and incorporated into Policy at the heart of Government in order for the UK to make a success of
this opportunity.
Now is the right time (pre-Brexit) to demonstrate global leadership on Clean Air and the
Government can exercise its powers to advance Clean Air as a key Environmental policy and also
as a measure to attract global investment and create UK jobs. Action plans and KPIs:
The Government is committed to improving UK air quality and plans are consistently under review,
with more that £2 billion committed since 2011 to encourage purchase of ultra low emissions
vehicles and support environmentally friendly transport schemes.
There needs to be demonstrable evidence that businesses (and car users) are upgrading to less
polluting vehicles, switching to low pollutant public transport options where possible.
Current Air Quality sustainability Policies and Strategies presented must be measured and targets
achieved. The good intent must be implemented through in depth policies to validate performance.
Stakeholder involvement: Stakeholders in Clean Air need to make more progress, to make
changes happen which have the capacity, depth and reach, requiring industries and business to
change attitudes and behaviours to achieve goals of neutralising the eﬀects of poor air.
This is why local governments must have the capability to action their autonomous rights given to
them by voters. LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will continue to engage with others including the
international community, to seek a political solution to achieve 'Trams for Clean Air' whilst
continuing to lobby and campaign along with pressure groups to engage the groundswell of public
opinion for change in the UK. Examples of recent developments :
Friends Of The Earth air pollution campaigners said: "Air pollution is responsible for tens of
thousands of early deaths every year and is harming the health of an entire generation of children.
A New diesel car scrappage scheme will be targeted by postcode at the most polluted areas
under plans being considered by Government Ministers.
The London Mayor, S Khan, along with campaigners and MPS demanded Ministers bring in a
nationally funded diesel scrappage scheme with a scheme to help business and car owners
upgrade to less polluting vehicle.
Environmental law firm ClientEarth has won cases in the Supreme
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The Court and High Court requires the Government to produce stronger measures to bring down
illegal levels of pollution
In Reading, Berks, the council has implemented Industrial regulation and permitting under
Pollution Control legislation, with an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) declared on all main
arterial roads to/from Reading centre.
There can be no let up, the gains so far need to be extended through greater eﬀort to include
demands to adhere to existing laws, to contain breaches and put pressure on industries such as
car manufacturers seeking to find ways around implementing EU aims of reducing CO2 emissions
resulting in non adherence to laws and standards.
Cities and Towns need to get more powers and resources to tackle pollution.
UK and Europe Comparison: There are 265 active tram systems in European countries, Germany
alone has 55. In 2000, 25 diﬀerent tram projects across the UK were proposed by the
Government, so far 8 are operational.
There are 21 completely new tram systems opening by 2017 in such places as Luxembourg,
Denmark, USA and Algeria. Examples: current upcoming tram developments in UK:
There are possibilities to open a test line in Preston. Cardiﬀ, Derby, Glasgow, Bradford and Oxford
are seriously considering new tram developments.
Politicians are well advanced in considering a tram system to secure Warrington's position as a
central hub and future proof its transport links. • Southampton and Portsmouth should be linked
with a hi-tech tram system.
A proposed tram line could be built alongside the main heavy rail line between
Southampton and Portsmouth, an alternative to the M27 for getting between the two cities, part of
the ongoing Solent devolution for large financial investment and funding. Bournemouth has Tram
potential
Passenger Requirements: Passengers today want a modern tram system, clean and eﬃcient,
state of the art, air-conditioned, low-floor trams.
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Tram systems bring great benefits to a city. Mobility and Connectivity: Tram fleets add more
capacity per driver than BTR or bus and can change people's life styles away from the car.
They can be quick to build, Capex costs are now becoming lower as a result of standardised
carriages, stations and depots with rolling stock lasting over 30 years.
Pollution free: trams have a Low Carbon footprint Trams are the most carbon eﬃcient mode of
motorised travel. Trams, being powered by electricity are largely pollution free in service
delivery, have zero on-street carbon emissions, resulting in an improvement in air quality,
avoiding both the tailpipe pollution of the internal combustion engine as well as the particulate
pollution generated by wear of tyres and road surface.
The carbon footprint is also lower than other modes, particularly if they are powered by electricity
generated by renewables.
Trams are a zero-emission form of transport at the point of use, not polluting and in an integrated
transport strategy alongside other modes such as buses, taxis, cycling, pedestrianisation pollution
impact and traﬃc congestion can be reduced. Example: • Nottingham has seen a reduction in
carbon emissions since 2005, according to data released by the city council. Trams in Nottingham
are one factor in air pollution reduction in the city, according to the city council Attract Passengers
from cars:
The most important task will be to provide such reliable trams services that the public will choose
not to use their car. Trams tackle the issues of clean air and climate change. Generally, public
transport produces lower emissions per passenger journey than an equivalent journey by car.
As part of an integrated public transport system, trams attract motorists out of their cars and thus
reduce the number of vehicles in the city centre, linked park and ride provision. Trams can also
replace buses on heavy ridership bus routes with fewer trams creating greater overall capacity.
Reduce traﬃc congestion: Trams can transport around 2,000-18,000 passengers per hour with
the goal of attracting travellers from cars with a target of 20% modal shift per hour from car to tram
at peak periods as compared to bus investment which achieves around 5%. Traﬃc reduction from
trams is six times greater than with bus systems. Road traﬃc reductions of up to 14% after
introduction of tram schemes have been monitored.
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The UK capacity of the road system is insuﬃcient to accommodate the extra traﬃc, and pollution,
already in many places above limits, will get worse. Trams are relatively straight forward to insert
into city and town centres in comparison to other systems, with Trams' capacity and frequency can
resulting in large numbers of people being moved. Regeneration:
Trams add value to the environment in cities and towns and support urban regeneration. UK
schemes have had positive eﬀects on the image of the city in which they have been built, which
has brought benefits in terms of attracting inward investment as well as business and tourist
visitors. Property values, both commercial and residential, benefit from the introduction of trams
and tram schemes can encourage regeneration of run-down urban areas.
Trams crucially improve connectivity between residential areas, including deprived areas,
enhance job opportunities and give better access to communities and shopping.
Commercial partnership for advertising and sponsorship also benefit. Building tram systems
before heavy rail build will support emerging regeneration e.g. implement tram systems before
and in support of HS2 and HS3 construction. Technology:
Each new generation of trams brings more state of the art technology into Tram design for
improved engineering, operations, and maintenance. However there is some way to go to achieve
the standards of only now are trams developing technology used in other customer minded
industries.
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD has commenced work on a white paper on technology and ticketing
which we are researching further and will released this year seeking to advance ways to achieve
increased accuracy in customer information such as on trams times as well as apps for tickets,
timetables, system disruption information, with a single log-in to multiple operators websites.
This will aim to provide passengers up to the minute information during their journey to enable an
ordered and logical approach to changing between modes for example.
Passenger data analysis eﬃciently used by operators can predict and optimise system and route
performance to maximise capacity and tram running and deliver the service standard sold to
customers.
Design solutions are designed with a quite small geographic footprint of up to 3metres Trams
move large numbers of users on systems in each direction saving space and not monopolising
traﬃc routes.
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Tram-trains are commonplace on the continent, these are an intermediate type of rail
vehicle, based on a modified tram which runs on its own tram tracks, also running on
conventional mainline railway lines. Substituting trams for trains would start an innovative shift in
the direction for rail transport
The new onboard hydrogen fuel cells oﬀer an enhanced emissions-free option to traction power
with catenary-free operation.
Feeding via the ground’, Alimentation Par le Sol (APS) is a modern third-rail electrical pick-up
power supply Tram mode in use in Bordeaux.
Intelligent Mobility, the Catapult Wheelmotor
Parry People Movers
Think Small. A new ultra light rail vehicle is being designed for a rail service between Dudley and
Sandwell alongside the new National Centre for Development of Very Light Rail Technology.
Trams have regenerative braking which means energy can be used that would otherwise have
been wasted.
Tram Funding. An Expensive luxury? We Can not, not aﬀord them!
Some short sighted UK Authorities see trams as an expensive luxury and do not consider trams
as an option, put oﬀ by perceived Tram over-engineering and possible cost overruns, they see
Tram investment as expensive, also referring to continental Tram system cost levels being less
expensive than in the UK.
Others seek to transfer risks to the private sector, so the tram system price goes up.
Capital expenditure costs can be kept low by standardising carriages, stations and maintenance
depots while high upfront investment in rolling stock is justified by length of service for tram
carriages, an estimated 30 years.
Existing Tram services proven around the UK have reduced car traﬃc, increased property values
and generally improved people's quality of life. Management:
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The benefits which come from the costs and investments must be more clearly understood and
explained to decision makers including how cost can controlled, through good Management:
Make the Tram business manageable, aﬀordable and profitable.
Economies of scale:
Tram networks are adaptable and can deliver economies of scale. Bulk buy standard fleets and
infrastructure through combined business plans for councils. In business case preparation,
Tram fleets can add more capacity per driver than BTR or bus, so wage costs are proportionately
lower.T rams oﬀer better energy eﬃciency per passenger kilometre compared to cars or buses.
Tram Economies include labour and power costs lower, all of which allows a payback on
investment. Trams have comparable energy eﬃciency to metros without the expenses of
escalators or lifts or tunnels, cooling fans.
Risk Transfer: Government provides revenue funding for buses and trains, but not for trams.
Trams need Government funding to be built, and also to provide funding for the cost of running
trams.
The Government is averse to trams investment denoting risk in expenditures.
Government requires local authorities to sponsor buses, considered less expensive.
Politicians should begin to support the benefits of Trams within an integrated transport approach.
Tram projects are funded through Private Finance Initiatives resulting in the private sector having
the risk of DBOM , for a 30year period, therefore bids for tram schemes are high. Both
Public and private sectors are cautious about Tram investments and risks, as initially low
passenger numbers forecast and fare box returns based on existing buses for example may not
provide the returns required, these come later, so investment needs preferably to be joint public
and private investment. It is time to rethink.
To deal with the risk levels Government should consider alternative ways of funding trams and
take on more of the risk of these projects. Borrowing: Government can borrow at cheaper rates,
refinancing on completion of the Tram system build.
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Once the project has been completed, the infrastructure becomes the security against which to
borrow at lower rates of interest.
A private promoter can existing new tram system as a commercial venture to create a profitable
business.
Funding Trials: Government should co-operate in funding trials into financing alternatives to bring
down further the cost of building trams. Department for Transport Cost Benefit Ratio:
Measurement tool. Change from the short 12-20-year period to something that better reflects the
50-year-plus generational benefits of light rail. Intermediate Rail vehicles:
Highly cost eﬀective trams solutions can be created through procuring slimmed down trams
systems, using diﬀerent technologies such as Tram-trains and other tram options.
New turnkey oﬀers: Construct tracks and provide trams in a single package.
Drive down costs continuously do not over-engineer.
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD is investigating Tram. Funding Investment Change Management: a
'change management' of approach to funding to assess and seek and help create new enabling
financial models, benchmarking best practice funding models for future use.
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD's aim is to help Government and Local authorities to establish and fund
eﬀective
Tram systems, not identifying a single approach, but presenting technical and funding options for
discussion and implementation of new schemes. The approach is focused on providing
information that can be used to make informed decisions, adapted to local policy objectives.
Financial Models: PFI is expensive. By modifying the approach using leading edge business
models and dealing with land uplift, long term bonds can be secured against land value along with
co-ordinated funding from diﬀerent sources of finance, within a structure where at the moment
Government is enthusiastic about fixed price contracts to pass risk to contractors.
The validity of light rail solutions is a matter of financial viability and is dependent on physical
routes, passenger volumes and funding. The Government assesses the benefits of transport
schemes through an appraisal process which makes it diﬃcult to get approval and funding for a
new Tram scheme. Government guidance makes it hard for Transport Authorities to introduce a
Tram system preferring to encourage the build of road or bus schemes.
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Example: In May 2009, the former Greater Manchester Integrated Transport Authority and the
Association of Greater Manchester Authorities (AGMA) established the £1.5 billion Greater
Manchester Transport Fund. Transport for Greater Manchester is responsible for delivering the
public transport projects covered by the investment programme.
The European Investment Bank (EIB) agreed to give £500m as a long-term loan to Manchester’s
tram scheme to further expand the network with new trams and infrastructure.
Investment: LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will consider opportunities in respect to investment, through
filling the funding gaps, providing appraisal and guidance support in respect to; • Neighbourhood
Community Land Trusts • Local Infrastructure Funding Trusts • Land Values Rating • Public Works
Loans Board • Municipal Investment Corporation Bonds • New Towns Act, long term loans, •
Community Infrastructure Levy • Land values funding, long term so no subsidy, • Short term
guarantees and loans, New Homes bonus repayments, Build to Rent schemes and, Aﬀordable
housing, private rented sector debt guarantees• Tax, improve the way property (buildings and
land) is taxed • Development corporations role in build Garden Towns, funding local infrastructure
from development values • National Infrastructure Commission
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will review Government regulations processes to support eﬀective
decision making in Tram business planning regarding income generation and how economic
instruments are used.
Garden Villages. Their impact LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will seek to ensure all potential Tram
options are evaluated within local master plans for delivery options, gathering data and evidence
for Tram and Clean Air planning, in both immediate and long term future garden villages
decisions. Garden Village/Town status means Authorities are able to apply for more money from
the government to support planning these new communities, of which
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD seeks serious tram evaluation to be a part
Trams can be a sound solution for garden villages and towns as part of a plan for integrated
intermodal services.
Garden Villages. Location, location, location: Highlights: • Bristol-Bath tram system, a light rail
system on the A4 between Bristol and Bath. approaches area, options for rail should be explored
or alternatively a tram train using the mineral line, which is largely still in existence and
maintained. • South Derby integrated transport link, new station at Stenson on the BurtonDerby
line •
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Stakeholders need to drive the Devon Metro project forward and secure the necessary funding as
it has widespread public support • Essex North. Review the East Colchester Rapid Transit Option
appraisal regarding BRT being the chosen as most cost eﬀective approach and flexible in delivery,
rather than a light rail / tram system. •
Garden Villages. 'The Ask' Participation: Regarding transport planning for the Garden Villages,
Public Participation, which is more than just consultation, should aim to create positive enthusiasm
amongst local people to secure their support and avoid disputes regarding schemes designs, or
mandated directives from dominant command levels.
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will build on the positive groundswell of opinion towards Tram through
participation in Public debates/ hearings, interviews with local people, reviews of opinion polls, all
leading to disclosure of findings and political lobbying for Tram investment. Self Sustaining small
communities: 40% of UK local authorities have not adopted local sustainability plans and reports.
(CLG select committee report Dec 14). Neighbourhoods and residents need to be capable of
developing and sustaining change to achieve their community's own, long term interests and
sustain its individuality, so local people need the freedom to be independent and enabled in order
to get their requirements approved and endorsed. Transport Plan:
Garden Village planners can learn from the vast experience available to them to implement
bespoke Tram systems to meet their specific requirements flexibly. Some research shows that
Trams can be cheaper versus bus in integrated intermodal services for villages and towns where
tram passenger ridership justifies investment , providing exceptionally good value for taxpayers,
Trams are perfect match for design into garden villages to avoid future car grid lock in such
circumstances. LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will encourage each authority to strategise its transport
plan and assess capacity, the environment and impact on people, as well as the benefits achieved
from the costs incurred.
Stakeholder Engagement: LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will work with communities to advise in the
development of stakeholders Plans and issues logs for identifying on ongoing actions required to
bring Trams to the fore. Governance Boards:
These should be selected by Local Authorities for Community oversight of compliance with
legislation in regard to their Transport plans, considering a Tram policy statement and
commitment to sustainability as a core value within spatial development plans. Joint-Venture
Delivery Vehicle.
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In developing new tram schemes there is need for clear and in depth project specification and
contract overview, management, risk transfer, funding and participants assessment.
Environmental policy objectives:
Continual improvement of the environmental management systems is a key objective for all
authorities, there is a need to create inventories of local Greenhouse Gas potential emissions and
impacts under various proposed transport plan options being promoted.
Oxford Metro. LRTA/TRAMFORWARD/URBED Workshop Individually and jointly
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD and URBED are working with transport, finance, property experts,
Oxfordshire Futures Group, to show how funding ideas could be applied in Oxford, following
through till all the aims are achieved.
A recent press survey in Oxford asked 'Should Oxford get its own Tram?' 93% responded 'YES'.
2 half-day workshops are being sponsored by the URBED Trust and the Light Rail Transit
Association, as start-up of an ongoing funding acceleration process. Roundtable sessions will
discuss and report back on how to overcome the obstacles including: • Technical issues •
Financial issues • Organisation and delivery • Community engagement Assess possible local
improvements in Oxford: aim to achieve an advantageous tram system and free up rail capacity.
Informed Group: Insight and advice will be sought from invited experts and potential funders.
The workshop will bring together stakeholders in Central Oxfordshire with an invited range of
national experts to discuss the next steps in raising a long-term bond of £350 million, as
Cambridge University has done. Funding and Procurement: The Bond to be used to build the
Oxford Metro, starting with the SpineLine to run services through Oxford Station to Cowley and
possibly beyond, also to redevelop Oxford Central Station as a 21st century transport hub.
There will be a review the proposed Varsity Line joining up Oxford with Milton Keynes and
potentially Cambridge, which is a national infrastructure initiative.
A number of financial solutions are opening up, including the use of New Town Development
Corporation powers to assemble land and to borrow low cost funds from the Treasury
Blueprint funding prospectus: Defining projects and the requirements for successful bidding
through community and local authorities who design and implement services together. Attract
Global Funders:
There is much interest from around the world in funding trams in the UK, including investors from
China, India, USA to name but 3 areas. All demonstrate high returns:
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There is a need to focus not just on the cost of a project but on the return on investment. For each
new system demonstrate how it can produce a much higher return on investment than bus rapid
transit/buses, by for example, attracting new private developments around the line.
Oxford Metro. Workshop planned output will be to deliver an outline financial Prospectus:
Sections; • Introduction and Purpose of the Prospectus, what is to be funded, cost of detailed
preparation, framework • Executive summary: Vision, Policy, Strategy and Mission • Masterplan
approach. Route, Schematic of project, Ridership, Land value, Construction costs, Ownership,
Planning permissions, • Pre-feasibility outline Business case criteria, requirements and
assessment for viability, then comprehensive Business Plan development • Investment Plan
concept: demonstrate benefits and financial returns, • Financial Plan methodology: funding
availability fit/international, then release of funds, equity, loan, grant, guarantee • Funding
Submission: legal and regulatory compliance guidance, repayments • Public
Consultation/Secretary of State: preparation and approach • Procurement: requirements and
selection process • Design, Build, Operations and Maintenance: Finances and budgets
Summing up
There are major Clean Air issues to be resolved. People demand with hearts and minds the right
to have Clean Air Laws. Trams contribute the technical tools to help achieve long term Clean Air
solutions.
LRTA/TRAMFORWARD will work together and build momentum with all organisations to find
common ground and agree solutions to help ensure Public requirements are met. Let's have the
willpower to strive and make our brand-new Britain an advanced economy which is also a global
leader in Clean Air where Trams are part of the integrated transport systems of our cities, towns
and villages to attract people to live there healthily and encourage businesses to follow.
That's the way forward, 'By Tram for Clean Air'.
.
Dan Giblin Tramforward presentation and notes can be found at
http://www.applrguk.co.uk/media/files/LR-Applrg-Presentation-TramForward-Dan-Giblin-26-April2017pdf
.and accompanying aid notes at
http://www.applrguk.co.uk/media/files/LR-Applrg-clean-air-tram-pdf-finalnoteshandoutdraft2pdf
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Greg Mulholland then introduced the third speaker, Joanne Bentley.
Joanne Bentley spoke to a PowerPoint presentation on “Building a culture of customer service
excellence” in which she briefly described the Nottingham tramway system run by Nottingham
Express Transit, followed by an explanation of how the Customer Services Department works to
achieve a high level of customer satisfaction.
Greg Mulholland thanked the speakers and the audience for their contribution to this final
meeting and thanked the officers, secretariat and sponsors of the Group for their supports.
He then handed the chair to Jim Harkins and left the meeting at 15:35.
Jim Harkins summarised the three presentations and invited questions.
Questions
Paul Rowen pointed out that there was evidence in the early 1900s of the dangers of asbestos
but it was not until the 1970s that real concern developed and the 1980s and 1990s before there
was significant government action
James Backhouse replied that already it was not taking that long because the EU pollution
regulations came out some years ago though successive governments have failed to meet the
objectives. They were part of a huge swathe of EU regulations designed to protect the citizen and
one of the dangers of leaving the EU is if we cannot keep air quality on the political agenda then it
might slow things down significantly. The focus for change will shift to Parliament and although
there has been considerable public interest in air quality of late (to the government’s surprise) it
will be necessary to ensure that this keeps high on the political agenda.
Jim Harkins added that the air quality issue had been part of the campaigning for trams for some
time and that trams were seen as a significant tool in achieving urban clean air.
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Tim Kendell (TramForward) said that the beneficiaries from clean air are the citizens and
government expenditure on health etc. This is why government has been prepared to take air
quality improvement measures. However, the monetarisation of this in any business case for
trams is woefully low, leading to a poor business case.
This is aggravated by the belief in discounted cash flows which put a high value on up-front costs
but a relatively low value on future costs For tram systems ninety percent of the casts are up-front
and are very high on the net present value, leading to a rating of medium or low value for money
on the Webtag assessment.
This does not show what the real benefits of trams are and when renewals are eventually required
the money is not there.
How can we change the way government appraises tram schemes because they should be
putting money in to save it elsewhere. There is also a problem with planning where the national
need to build more housing ignores local requirements.
Daniel Giblin agreed that we need a whole approach and a lot of thinking has been done in the
private sector with new technology making trams cheaper which will drive costs down. The pricing
mechanism has to be adjusted to maximise ridership. Why are buses being subsidised, who is
making the money on large numbers of empty buses.
There needs to be a level playing filed for trams against other forms of transport. More needs to
be done by planners and those who draw up the business cases to bring in all the benefits such
as savings on health treatment. He mentioned the project for improving transport in Oxford where
there are n number of private financiers interested in creative ideas to solve transport problems.
Campaigning groups like LRTA can facilitate this and give guidance on developments in other
areas.
Susan Perriam said that those with pushchairs faced a continuing problem on public transport.
She asked Joanne if she had any statistics on pushchair
Joanne Bentley replied that she did not have any numbers. But on NET people with limited
mobility and with pushchairs can use the service easily
The quarterly customer surveys show the great appreciation of increased mobility by these
groups.
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Dave Holladay (STRAIL UK) cited Leeds where large numbers of buses which circle the city
centre could be replaced by one circulating tram which would drastically cut pollution. How can we
monetise this?
Paul Rowen asked whether the Workplace Parking Levy which helped to finance NET’s
extensions was still a contentious issue.
Joanne Bentley said that it was not well received by businesses when first announce but it has
now become the norm and raises little comment
Tim Kendell said the monetising was difficult and the DfT always wanted “evidence” and this was
best provided with figures. Figures were put on some factors but never seemed to add up to much
in a business case while other benefits could not be quantified and were mentioned but not
included in the Benefit-Cost Ratio.
There are always two factors in deciding on transport schemes: the business case and whether it
is affordable with the money available; and this is always a problem for high up-front cost projects,
such as trams.

The presentation can be found at http://www.applrguk.co.uk/media/files/LR-Applrg-PresentationJoanne-Bentley-Nottingham-Trams-26-April-2017pdf

Jim Harkins thanked the speakers and the audience and looked forward to the new session after
the General Election
.
The meeting closed at 16:00.
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